In the present paper, the approach to the representation of aggregate information on the cross sections of elementary processes is described and its justification within mathematical statistics is given. It is caused by necessity of integrated account of the results obtained by different works at different times, in different groups, based on experimental and theoretical studies in various energy ranges. The main attention is paid to the process of electron-atom scattering. As an example of the proposed approach application, the aggregate result on thus obtained integral cross sections of electron impact excitation of the transitions in the hydrogen atom is presented.
Introduction
Studying the scattering processes of charged and neutral particles of various natures is one of the most important problems in atom physics. One of these processes is electron scattering by atoms and determining the respective scattering cross-sections [1] [2] [3] .
Many processes and objects in the field of physics of electronic and atomic collisions are known to have been studied to a variable extent, by various methods, and with varying degrees of reliability. At the same time, there is no known universal method that would yield obviously better results compared to the others and could be used for different transitions and for a wide band of interaction energies. Each of the methods has its own advantages, its range of applicability and its specifics; it is, however, only in combination that they can serve to increase the reliability and the quality of the obtained results.
The following problems should be highlighted here: The questions of choice, i.e., which results of which particular study should be preferred. The expert assessment of the quality of all obtained results (though the methods by which this assessment could be carried out are sometimes unclear). While a study being published in a peerreviewed journal is a guarantee of its high quality, the results presented in different papers may differ significantly. The questions of reconciling the results obtained by different authors. In the case we are discussing there is often a need to establish an agreement between the data obtained in different limited energy ranges. For example, when calculating the rate constants for various processes occurring in the plasma of various objects, it is necessary to find a cross-section in a broad range of exciting electron energies.
Consequently, there is a need to take into account the progress in determining the cross-sections of electron scattering by all methods developed in different times, by different research teams (experimental and theoretical), and in different energy bands.
We have explored this problem in our studies [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , where we suggested a method of presenting the aggregate information on the studied matter. This approach was tested on a representation of the crosssections of electron excitation of subjects such as helium [4] [5] [6] [7] and argon [8] atoms from normal and metastable states, and of hydrogen [9] and krypton [10] from a normal state.
It makes sense to substantiate the approach we mentioned in detail.
The theoretical base of the representation
As a matter of fact, all of the ideas given below concern the representation of aggregate information in a wide class of modern physics problems. However, we shall confine the discussion to the process of electron scattering by atoms.
Even though the solution for the problem of representing aggregate information on the studied matter allows multiple approaches, we are taking the one based on mathematical statistics.
We regard the totality of all studies from which we can extract the quantity pairs v = ( S , E ), where S = Q is the cross-section (or some cross-section function, e.g., S = ln Q , which does not matter in view of the below, but is useful for analyzing the quantities varying in a wide range), and E is the energy, as an aggregate source of information W . Let us note that this source is an abstraction and contains the data from all possible studies, including both the published and the future ones. What we mean is that the proposed generalization method allows to easily introduce all new appearing literary data.
The publication data currently existing and available to us are regarded as a sample from the aggregate source. Our task is to establish the dependence
based on the extracted information. Since for real systems, there is some error in calculations and measurements, for a statistical approach, it makes sense to treat v as a random variable related to some distribution function dF (v) = f (v ) dv describing the aggregate source of information on the problem in question.
It would be logical to assume that the totality of all information sources should reproduce the true relationship ( 1 ). This leads us to the fact that the relationship between the random variables ( 1 ), i.e., the so-called regression of S on E , must correspond to the expectation S with the constraint E :
where
is the density of the conditional probability distribution. This derivation is actually the theoretical base of the statistical approach.
Let us examine the deviation (the residual) δ for the regression ( 1 ) with an arbitrary function σ :
The conditional expectation of the deviation ( 3 ) with the regression in the form ( 2 ) for each value of E for the aggregate information source is equal to zero:
Therefore, the total mathematical expectation of the deviation with the regression of the form ( 2 ) for the aggregate information source is also equal to zero:
The conditional (and the total) expectation of the deviation equaling zero corresponds to the physical sense of the problem; denying it would be equivalent to stating that a true (accurate) result is unattainable.
The quantity of the expected squared deviation ( 3 ), namely,
with the regression of the form ( 2 ) due to ( 4 ) is equal to the squared deviation variance ( 3 ):
The regression of the form ( 2 ) is known to be characterized by the minimum of the expected squared deviation ( 5 ) among all kinds of functions σ reached on the function ( 2 ) [11, 12] , i.e.,
As a result, we arrive at the variational principle that allows finding the best approximation to the sought-for dependence ( 1 ) in the selected class of functions.
Let us now examine the aggregate information source as a composite one. Let us assume that each single information source w ∈ W is described by its own distribution function of the quantities v , and denote their joint distribution by
The aggregate information source is described by the marginal distribution
In addition, each information source is related to a corresponding conditional distribution of the quantity v :
where f (w) = f ( v, w ) dv is the marginal distribution density of the information sources with the distribution
If we assume (which we are going to do further on) that the information sources w ∈ W form a discrete (countable or finite) set, the integral should be understood as a sum
It is reasonable to relate the conditional expectation of the deviation for the regression ( 2 ) at the given energy and source, namely,
to the systematic error of the source, e.g., the procedure error of the method for obtaining the crosssections for each energy. In this case the conditional expectation of the deviation for the regression ( 2 ) on all energies with the given source, taking the form
can turn out to equal zero even with nonzero systematic errors ( 9 ) present, since errors for different energies can have unlike signs. This is why it is preferable to use the conditional expected squared deviation of regression for the given information source:
in order to characterize the total procedure error.
For an explicit representation of the contributions of single information sources, let us write, using the distribution ( 8 ), the expected squared deviation ( 5 ) in the form
and through the conditional expectation ( 10 ) in the form
This expression has the form of a weighted average of the conditional expectations ( 10 ) with the weights assigned to information sources dF (w) . Let us note that the normalization condition W dF (w) = 1 is fulfilled.
In our studies we selected the most frequently used parametric representation of the variable class of functions:
where p is the set of parameters.
We are going to discuss choosing the specific parametrization below. With the parametrization in mind, from now on, we will give the parameters p of the function σ as the variable quantity in the formulae instead of the symbol of the function itself. Consequently, the problem is reduced to searching for the minimum ( 7 ) of the quantity ( 5 ) depending on the parameters p , where
Above we have laid out the general scheme for applying the statistical approach to a broad class of problems, including the one we are examining. It does not matter by whom the results have been obtained, whether it was experimentally or theoretically, and which method has been used. From a statistical viewpoint, it is only important how the random variable v = ( S, E ) is distributed. This can be assessed only based on the samples.
To find the Quantity ( 5 ), we should take the sample of the quantities { v i } , constructed based on the existing data on the studied problem:
It is known that the sample average in the righthand side of Eq. (12) converges in probability to the expectation with an increase in sample number, which is one of the forms of the law of large numbers [11, 12] . The latter takes place provided that the sample is generated with a distribution density f (v) . It can be assumed, as a simplest model, that this condition is ensured by the nature of the aggregate information source. The consideration that the sample actually does not depend on the information users but results from the combined efforts of all the information makers can serve as a proof of this. Remarkably, if the above condition is satisfied, there is no need to find the form of the distribution function f unknown to us. Let us also note that such an estimate can be regarded as one for the integral by the Monte-Carlo method. Its accuracy, as follows from the central limit theorem [11, 12] has the order
, where D is the dispersion of the quantity δ 2 , and n is the sample number. The assumption that the sample of the quantities { v i } is generated with the density of the conditional distribution ( 8 ) for each information source separately can serve as a more rigorous model. In this case the formula ( 12 ) requires to be substantiated further. For this purpose, let us use the representation of the deviation variance in the form ( 11 ) . Taking into account the structure of the expression ( 11 ), the sample can be divided into groups by information source.
Let { w i } be a sample of the number I from information sources. For each selected source with the index i let us denote the random variable of the pairs of cross-sections and energies with the conditional distribution density ( 8 ) as v i , and the corresponding sample as { v ij }, j = 1, 2, …, n i . The total number of the aggregate sample is equal to n = I i=1 n i . For the Quantity ( 11 ) we have the following estimate:
It is assumed that each sample { v ij }, j = 1, 2, …, n i is generated by a source w i with an explicitly unknown conditional distribution density ( 8 ) . Let us represent the quantity dF ( w ) in the following form:
where N ( w ) is the information capacity of the source w ; N = w∈ W N (w) is the total information capacity of all sources; g ( w ) is the weight taking into account the rest of the factors (weight selection is described below). If we take into account that the relative information capacity of a source can be estimated as
, then we can obtain the following estimate for the quantity ( 11 ):
If we take the unit weights g ( w ) = 1, then the Formula ( 13 ) is reduced to the average value of the squared regression deviation over the whole aggregate sample { v ij }, and we obtain the expression coinciding with Eq. (12) .
The described scheme involving dividing the aggregate sample into groups is typical for the so-called variance analysis developed by Fisher [13] to take into account the influence of the systematic error of the group and the random error within the group. This scheme is convenient for describing the situation with heterogeneous information sources based on both the theoretical and the experimental methods for obtaining cross-sections. Within this scheme, it is also convenient to formulate and test statistical hypotheses involving clustering.
Testing the condition under which the systematic error of a partial source exceeds certain bounds is of practical interest, in particular, for the case of electronatom excitation we are examining. Let us assume that the parameters for approximating the cross-section have been found from minimizing the expectation of the squared deviation ( 13 ) . Let us formulate for the chosen information source w i the following hypothesis about the magnitude of the conditional expectation ( 10 ) of the squared regression deviation:
It is known [ 11 -13 ] that for testing this hypothesis, the statistic
can be used, where
is the sample mean of a random variable of the squared regression deviation δ i =δ( v i , p ) of the information source w i ;
is the respective squared sample variance.
The Neyman-Pearson model bases the criterion for rejecting the hypothesis ( 14 ) at the regression level α on the critical region
for the statistic ( 15 ) .
If this statistic falls into the critical region, then the hypothesis is rejected. In this case, the probability of rejecting a true hypothesis (type I error) does not exceed the quantity
where ϕ(y) is the distribution of the statistic ( 15 ). Let us turn our attention to the distribution of the statistic ( 15 ) .
In principle, it can be obtained from the distributions of the conditional deviations
that, as stated above, are unknown to us. It is sometimes assumed that the deviations are represented by normal distributions with unknown parameters. The central limit theorem of mathematical statistics may be used to substantiate the assumption that the distribution is normal in case the deviations are a sum of the contributions of a large number of components with an unknown distribution. However, even if this assumption is true for a cross-section, it can break down for a function of the cross-section. For example, the deviations of a logarithm of cross-section may disobey the normal distribution.
The problem can be significantly simplified if we examine the case when the sample number is large enough. Then, according to the central limit theorem, the distribution of the numerator of the Expression ( 15 ) can be approximated by a normal distribution independent of the Distribution ( 17 ) . The squared sample variance in the denominator of the Expression ( 15 ) tends to the variance. Thus, the Distribution ( 15 ) can be approximated by a standard normal distribution with the density
Let us note that in case of a normal distribution of the squared deviation quantities δ 2 i , the Statistic ( 15 ) has a Student's t -distribution with m = n i -1 degrees of freedom t m which at large values of m tends to a normal distribution. However, the same as for logarithmic deviations, the assumption that the distribution of the squared deviation quantities is normal may turn out to be unjustified.
A further important observation should be made in connection with the above-taken statistical approach. It is known that within the statistical approach, the nature of any assumptions on whether the hypotheses made within the statistical approach are true or false is probabilistic, and not absolute in nature; these assumptions depend on choosing a significance level, which introduces a high degree of subjecting. A related problem is choosing the weights of the partial information sources, which we are going to discuss now.
In our studies, this choice is made on the following principle. The data are taken from peer-reviewed journals with a unit weight g i =1. The other sources are taken with a zero weight, g i =0, i.e., they are not taken into account. Such a model is justified because the respective results have passed an expert test. Attempting to make a more clear-cut distinction between information sources inevitably introduces more subjectivity, and, due to the above-described considerations, applying statistical methods does not eliminate this subjectivity.
In this connection, we should mention the experience of using a similar approach in Ref. [14] . This paper presents the aggregate results on a problem in collision physics, obtained based on a complex of various studies; different methods for assessing the publications used have been analyzed. As a result, the authors conclude that any estimates introduce a great degree of subjectivity. On the other hand, an expertise-based assessment in peer-reviewed journals seems reliable enough. Figuratively speaking, weighing information sources produces a result that is valid (taking into account the error from obtaining it) from the viewpoint of the author who weighed them; our approach, on the other hand, produces a result taking into account the opinions of a large group of experts. Now let us discuss the choice of approximation for the cross-section.
The problem here is in the following. On the one hand, the more complete is the set of varied functions, the more precise the more precise it is in describing the dependence sought for. For this purpose, the set must contain a large collection of parameters (for example, a collection of constants for an expansion in terms of a complete functional basis). On the other hand, with a large number of parameters the task of recovering them becomes unstable.
The information on the characteristic properties of the projected dependence should be taken into account in order to choose the optimal number of parameters. Generally, the excitation function (i.e., the dependence of the excitation cross-section value on the exciting electron energy Q ( E ), taken in a relative measure) is known to have a threshold, to pass a maximum at a certain energy (in some cases it is structured) and to decrease at high energies. The threshold dependence of the cross-section takes, for a number of models, the form Q ∼ v, where v ∼ √ E is the speed of the colliding particles [3, 15] .
It is known [3, 15, 16] that at high energies for transitions occurring in the exchange of an incident electron for a valent one, the cross-section decreases by the E -3 law, and for no-exchange transitions it does by the E -1 (or ln( E ) / E ) law. We aim at representing a smoothed cross-section with four attributes:
The character of the threshold dependence; The value in the maximum; The position of a maximum; The decrease character at high energies. Correspondingly, to describe these features, let us examine a four-parameter approximation of the excitation cross-section σ ( E , p ) = Q ( E ) by an electron impact in the form
where E is the electron energy, E is the excitation threshold, p = ( p 0 , p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) are the parameters sought for. We can very approximately assume that p 0 gives the cross-section value, the parameter р 2 influences the shape of the curve Q ( E ) near the maximum and its position, the parameter р 1 is responsible for the cross-section behavior near the excitation threshold, and the parameter р 3 takes into account the different asymptotics of the cross-section behavior at high incident electron energies Е. However, it should be kept in mind that the parameters are closely interrelated.
We should also note that the regression analysis procedure ensures the quality of the result only in the energy range with the initial data. Extrapolating to a wider energy range may be unjustified. In particular, the sought-for parameter р 3 may not correspond to the real cross-section asymptotics (for example, р 3 =1, 3) at E → ∞ .
Our experience shows that the specific form of the approximation formula itself does not particularly matter. In connection to this, let us briefly list some approximations mentioned in the literature. It should be said that the authors use them for other tasks. One such group of problems involves presenting the results to describe the characteristic behavior of crosssections; another one deals with constructing empirical formulae for cross-sections containing atomic parameters. The function g ( x ), x = E / E (in Green's notation) has different forms in different approximations, which are described below.
Let us note that in the field of electron-atom scattering, some approximation formulae are commonly named after the authors, i.e., the author names listed in this paper have to do rather with the formula itself than with the citing the study where the formula was used. The following formulae (listed below) are used in the literature.
The Bethe formula [3, 15] :
the Thomson formula [3] :
the Gryzinsky formula [17] :
the Drawin formula [18] :
The Stabler formula [19] for the dependence of the cross-section of the excitation of a k th atomic level on the electron energy for no-exchange transitions has the form
and for electron-exchange transitions
where Е 1 , Е 2 are the kinetic energies of the incident and the atomic electrons before the collision, respectively; U т is the potential of the atom ionization in the state т ;
The Burke-Kingston formula [20] is given in the form 851 . 0 n 4 + · · · The following generalized empirical 'rigorous' formula has been suggested for full cross-sections of electron scattering by the atoms of all inert gases for energies higher than 100 eV:
where α 0 =0.11, Е 0 = 20 keV, α is the static polarizability of a target.
Vainshtein, Sobelman and Yukov [15] present the dependence of the excitation cross-section on the electron energy as
where for optically allowed transitions ( l 1 = l 0 ± 1 , S = 0) the function Ф ( u ) has the form
or, in Green's notation,
and for optically forbidden transitions (
Here Е 0 , Е 1 are the energies of the initial and the final atomic levels for the 0 → 1 transition; Q km is the Q -factor depending only on the quantum numbers of the angular momenta.
Thus, there is a wide variety of ways for representing the excitation function.
The dependence ( 18 ) that we are using is close to the Vainshtein approximation ( 19 ) and has been constructed based on its modification.
Finally, let us discuss the use of the logarithmic cross-section. It makes sense to apply the logarithm if the value of the cross-section in question varies over a wide range of magnitude orders.
Let us have the regression deviation ( 3 ) for the cross-sections
Let us examine the regression deviation for the logarithms of the quantities
It follows from its representation in the form δ = − ln 1 − δ Q that for small deviations of the value δ (see Eq. (20) ), the logarithmic deviation δ (Formula ( 21 )) approaches the relative deviation
In connection with this, we call the variance ( 6 ) of logarithmic deviations the relative variance (for brevity).
The results of hydrogen atom studies
This section presents the data on electronic excitation in a hydrogen atom, obtained based on the abovedescribed approach from the data in the existing information sources [9] .
The problem of electron scattering by hydrogen atoms and determining the cross-sections of such a scattering, in particular, of the electron scattering of different levels of hydrogen atoms, is one of the oldest and most frequently studied problems in atomic collision physics due to the relative simplicity of the subject. However, after we reviewed the literary sources in detail, we discovered that this problem is far from completely solved, and the studies conducted by different methods yield dissimilar results. It is not difficult to assess from the below-listed data exactly how much they differ. Most of the studies on electron excitation of a hydrogen atom deal with the 1 s → 2 s , 2 p transitions.
There has been substantially less data published on other transitions.
To analyze the existing results, we employed the above-described approach. We used a four-parameter approximation of the relationship between the excitation cross-sections and the electron energies ( 18 ) . The regression deviation ( 3 ) was constructed for logarithms of cross-section values, i.e., it had the form ( 21 ). We found the respective approximation parameters and the values of the aggregate sample relative variance ( 13 ) . The information sources were taken with the same weight g i =1. Table 1 presents the obtained approximation parameters p 0 , p 1 -p 3 , the value of the sample's relative variance D, the energy and the value of the crosssection in the maximum of the excitation function E max , Q max for the 1 s → 2 s , 2 p transitions in a hydrogen atom. Fig. 1 illustrates the initial data from various information sources and the approximation curves determined by the above-described method. A data spread in information sources can be clearly seen (all quantities are given in the atomic system of units).
We tested the hypothesis ( 14 ) about exceeding the systematic error of a source of the aggregate sample variance ( 13 ) for partial information sources with the data most drastically differing from the regression curve. In all cases, the least probability value for incorrectly rejecting a true hypothesis (type I error) ( 16 ) was close to α =0.5.
Conclusion
Our study has detailed an approach to representing aggregate information on the cross-sections of electron-atom scattering within the framework of mathematical statistics based on regression analysis. This approach allows to take into account the whole set of available cross-section values obtained independently by different authors using different theoretical and experimental methods in differing conditions. It is notable that this approach allows to combine the results of different methods, obtained in a limited narrow range of electron energies, in a single curve describing the Q -E relationship, and to extend it to the respective wide energy range. The data of the specific procedure cannot be extrapolated, within this wide range, to energy regions lying outside their determined value intervals. This conclusion is particularly important for plasma applications requiring knowing the rate constants in wide electron energy ranges.
It follows from the general statistical principles that the results obtained via the described approach seem more reliable than the data from any specific information source.
We should note that the approach can be applied not only to the problem in question but to representing aggregate information in other research areas.
